Classification under streaming data conditions requires that the machine learning (ML) approach operate interactively with the stream content. Thus, given some initial ML classification capability, it is not possible to assume that stream content will be stationary. It is therefore necessary to first detect when the stream content changes. Only after detecting a change, can classifier retraining be triggered. Current methods for change detection tend to assume an entropy filter approach, where class labels are necessary. In practice, labeling the stream would be extremely expensive. This work proposes an approach in which the behaviour of GP individuals is used to detect change without the use of labels. Only after detecting a change is label information requested. Benchmarking under a computer network traffic analysis scenario demonstrates that the proposed approach performs at least as well as the filter method, while retaining the advantage of requiring no labels.
INTRODUCTION
Streaming data represents a distinct set of requirements from that classically assumed by 'batch' or off-line classification. For example, off-line classification assumes that independent training and test sets exist and that the content of the training set can be revisited without penalty.
In the case of genetic programming (GP) a population of
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). GECCO'13 Companion, July 6-10, 2013, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. ACM 978-1-4503-1964-5/13/07. candidate classifiers would be evolved against the content of the training set and post training evaluation is performed relative to the test set. Various monographs have discussed evolutionary computation as applied under non-stationary or 'dynamic' environments 1 . We are mainly interested in decoupling the need for supplying class labels at the rate of the stream. In particular, we focus on the concept of change detection. Thus rather than attempt to perform evolution on a continuous basis we are first interested in detecting when a change occurs. If we can do this without reference to labels, then we will only trigger retraining under specific circumstances. Two generic approaches have been identified to date, either an entropy based measure as applied to the input stream (e.g., [2] ) or through a behavioural analysis of a team (or ensemble) of classifiers (e.g., [3] ). In this work, we will consider both scenarios, the former providing the performance baseline that the latter should ideally retain. From the perspective of applications in network traffic analysis, this is a very important requirement because the cost of providing labels is high.
STREAMING CMGP
CMGP represents a framework for GP in which multiple (GP) individuals are evolved to cooperatively represent each class of a classification task [1] . There are three components that make it useful to the streaming task, specifically Pareto archiving (decouples the cost of fitness evaluation from the cardinality of the training set (TS)); gaussian local membership function (LMF, provides support for problem decomposition); and evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMO) as the basis for credit assignment. See [1] for CMGP details. From a streaming data perspective, we are interested in characterizing changes in data from the stream without use of labels by measuring the degree of variation relative to CMGP's learner archive (LA) content. To begin, the initial data content of TS is used to construct the LA content and a sliding window source into the data stream is established. LA individuals provide labels for each exemplar under the current sliding window location. The result of executing each GP champion for each exemplar is a degree of LMF membership associated with its mapping onto gpOut. Any change in the ratio of class labels between PA and the sliding window is not necessarily indicative of a change in the underlying process describing the stream data; however, if a shift takes place in the process describing the data, we might expect this to be reflected in the confidence (LMF values) associated with the winning LA champion. Thus, the LMF values for PA is recorded and compared to that of the current sliding window. A student T-test is applied to each and only when a significant difference is registered do we update the content of the point population (PP) and perform a fixed number of training epochs (25) to update LA and PA relative to the new points. Hereafter this algorithm is denoted Behavioural CMGP or Bv-GP.
RESULTS
Benchmarking is reported under a network traffic analysis application. The proposed scheme for unlabelled change detection is shown to at least match that of those requiring all exemplars to be labeled. In all cases, we assume that some initial labeled sample of data is available from the stream and used to seed TS and all CMGP configurations share a common parameterization. Three variations will then be considered: (1) Baseline CMGP algorithm, i.e., no change detection, no additional training; (2) Entropy filter uses classical label-based change detection as applied to sliding window pairs from the data stream where CMGP labels the stream using the current LA content, with retraining for a fixed number of cycles (i.e., updates to LA) being instigated by change detection care of the entropy filter (entropy based T-test); (3) Behavioural CMGP we characterize the difference between the 'confidence' of CMGP's LA champions actually supplying the labels between a pair of sliding windows (entirely independent of label information). Only when a significant difference appears in the confidence between pairs of windows are labels requested and then only for the window triggering the event. We discuss results of the baseline and two streaming approaches under a data set constructed from network flow data. In the case of this work up to 40 flow attributes are available care of the open source tool "NETMATE" 2 . Netmate is applied to the KDD'99 contest data set 3 . We are specifically interested in distinguishing between Denial of Service (DoS) and Probing behaviours from 'normal' behaviour. The (post training) stream itself is composed from five distinct blocks and follows a sequence in which blocks representing the abnormal class label appear in the order: DoS-1, Probe-1, DoS-2, DoS-3, Probe-2. All DoS (Probe) blocks consist of 3,000 (4,000) flows.
Evaluation takes the form of average class-wise detection rate (DR) as measured on each block of the stream. In the baseline scenario, CMGP is trained on the initial TS content in batch mode and LA individuals label the stream. Evaluation of the 'streaming enabled' algorithms implies that whenever a significant change is detected 4 the point population is updated and retraining is triggered. The detection rates for the two online algorithms (Figure 1) , are statistically independent from the (offline) baseline method across all blocks, illustrating the benefit of change detection and 2 http://dan.arndt.ca/nims/calculating-flow-statisticsusing-netmate/ 3 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html 4 Both streaming algorithms use a T-test, p-value 0.9999. retraining. We also observed that Bv-GP did not trigger retraining on the 'Probe-1' block in 50% of the runs. Moreover, there appears to be an incremental decrease in the instances of retraining as the number of blocks increases. We demonstrate that by concentrating on the behaviour of the team of pre-trained champion GP individuals, bv-GP not only matches the detection rates of the classical approach to change detection, but does so without reference to any label information. Future research will extend the algorithm to the case of gradual changes in stream content.
